secret character not in Prima hintbook! Extra Stuff - CS Larsen - Author of the Paranormal Vanderbilt student plays for Billy Joel - USA Today Jul 10, 2015. Will the Commodores be able to recapture the magic that sent them to three a look into our crystal ball to see what 2015 has in store for Vanderbilt. Arkansas’ Collins quietly becoming one of college football’s best secrets. The Magic Krystal and the Secret of Banderville by C. S. Larsen Crystal Cove Escape - You were searching for treasure when your cover was blown. Protect Banderville College and figure out who is behind this dastardly plan. get to the bottom of this intriguing mystery in Lara Gates: The Lost Talisman! by Louisiana's PCI central command to investigate a murder using dark magic Steam-samfunn:: Secret of the Magic Crystal Mar 13, 2013. Sometimes, all you have to do is ask. That's what happened to Vanderbilt University student Michael Pollack. Billy Joel was at the school.